MASTER FULL-3780 CH
DESCRIPTION:
Now with Master full you can not only manage all phases of creating or editing a
show, not only be able to run it in automatic, semiautomatic or manual mode, but
also create, edit and run pyromusical shows, synchronize their execution to external
audio ser vices, control and manage lights, moving heads, flames (solenoids) and in
general all lighting and stage effects.
Master Full makes it possible to: Import (via USB key) shows designed on the simulator,
create or change a show directly through its simple interface and save shows (created
or imported) into its 16GB internal memory.

www.piroshow.com
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The audio output (stereo type) allows the
master to reproduce independently the
audio track and the smpte input, taking
advantage of the time code technology,
ensures perfect synchronization of the
list of ignitionsprogrammed in the master
with those programmed on external
devices connected to itself, ensuring
perfect synchronization of the show.
Dmx output allows to manage the lights,
the flames and scenic effects while
running the show.
Master Full also carries out a complete
test of ever y module used in the show:
Checks ID status and recognize the
correct inser tion of igniters in each
channel of the firing modules.
The color graphic interface allows to
identify and correct any errors made
during the design of the show.
The master has a PLAY-PAUSE function
that, in case of danger, it stops the show
and you can star t it later from the exact
point where it was stopped.

FEATURES:
7 " touch screen

Sync by TIMECODE

Standard mode: 2 linees, 126 Slave, 3780 ignitions

Mode: MANUAL, SEMIAUTOMATIC, AUTOMATIC

EXTENDED mode: Unlimited Slave and igniters

SMTPE portaudio - XLR 3 pin out USB port DMX - port Ethernet

Upgradeable Firmware
Durable rechargeable internal battery
Local programming
CE mark ISO 9001
Acquisition of lists and of music
International warranty
Storing of coreographies and entire shows
Dimensions: 330x280x120 mm
Complete management and line test
Weight : 6 kg
AUDIO OUTPUT
SMPTE PORT
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